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 Metric and Topological Aspects of the Symmetric Group of Countable
 Degree
 P E T E R J . C A M E R O N
 There is a natural topology on the symmetric group on an infinite set  Ω .  If  Ω  is countable , the
 topology is derived from a metric , and the group is complete . This paper gives an account of
 this topology , including translations of topological concepts for permutation groups , the use of
 Baire category and Haar measure , and some results about confinitary permutation groups
 which are motivated by the combinatorics of finite symmetric groups .
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 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N
 There has been considerable interest in metric properties of permutations of finite
 sets . Usually , the metric used is the  Hamming metric d H  ,  where  d H ( g ,  h ) is the number
 of points moved by  gh 2 1 .  The intuition is that permutations which agree on many
 points are close .
 The Hamming metric cannot be used for infinite symmetric groups , since it takes
 infinite values , unless we restrict to the  finitary symmetric group ,  the group of
 permutations moving only finitely many points . However , we can use the same
 intuition to define a topology on the symmetric group  S  5  Sym( Ω ) on any infinite set  Ω .
 For  g  P  S ,  we take a basis for the open neighbourhoods of  g  to consist of sets of the
 form
 X  ( g  ;  a  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n )  5  h h  P  S :  a i h  5  a i g  for  i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j .
 (This is the  topology of pointwise con y  ergence  ; see below . ) With this definition ,  S  is a
 topological group—multiplication and inversion are continuous—and so the topology
 can be specified more simply : a basis for the open neighbourhoods of the identity
 consists of the pointwise stabilisers of all finite sets .
 Now let  Ω  be countable ; for definiteness , take  Ω  5  N .  (By convention , we count 0 as
 a natural number . ) The term ‘topology of pointwise convergence’ is justified by the fact
 that a sequence ( g n ) of permutations tends to a limit  g  if f , for any  i  P  N ,  there exists
 n 0  P  N  such that  ig n  5  ig  for all  n  >  n 0  .  (We take the discrete topology on  N ,  so that a
 sequence of natural numbers converges if f it is ultimately constant . For larger infinite
 sets  Ω ,  we have to replace sequences by the more general notion of directed sets . )
 This topology on  S  is metrisable . One metric which defines the topology is suggested
 by the preceding paragraph : permutations are close if they agree on many points .
 Formally , set  d  ( g ,  h )  5  1 / 2 n  if  ig  5  ih  for all  i  ,  n  but  ng  ?  nh .  (Any strictly decreasing
 function tending to zero could be used in place of 1 / 2 n . ) However ,  S  is not complete in
 this metric . (If  g n  is the cycle (0  1  2  ?  ?  ?  n ) ,  then  d  ( g m  ,  g n )  5  1 / 2 n  if  m  >  n ,  so ( g n ) is a
 Cauchy sequence . But it does not converge , since its pointwise limit is not a
 permutation : it is the cyclic shift  n  S  n  1  1 . )
 A better definition is to set  d ( g ,  h )  5  1 / 2 n  if  ig  5  ih  and  ig 2 1  5  ih  2 1 for  i  ,  n  but
 either  ng  ?  nh  or  ng 2 1  ?  nh  2 1 .  In other words ,  d ( g ,  h )  5  min h d  ( g ,  h ) ,  d  ( g 2 1 ,  h 2 1 ) j .  Now
 it is routine to show the following .
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 T HEOREM 1 . 1 .  ( S ,  d )  is a complete metric space .
 Although the definition of the metric depends on the ordering of  Ω  implicit in our
 choice of  Ω  5  N ,  the topology does not . This fact influences the theory , which tends to
 concentrate on topological results rather than those which depend on the specific
 metric .
 Another feature of the topology is that it is totally disconnected , for the basic open
 sets are cosets of the stabilisers of finite sets . The complement of such a coset is the
 union of all the other cosets of the stabiliser , which is open ; so the coset is closed . (In
 the countable case , this can be seen more easily from the metric . Because 0 is the only
 limit point of values of  d ,  any open ball is also a closed ball . Moreover , since the
 hypermetric inequality  d ( x ,  z )  <  max h d ( x ,  y ) ,  d (  y ,  z ) j  holds , any point in a ball is its
 centre . )
 The properties of metric and topological spaces and topological groups used here can
 be found in any standard account of these topics ; for example , Higgins [11] for
 topological groups and Haar measure , and Oxtoby [15] for Baire category . For infinite
 permutation groups , see Cameron [2] .
 2 .  T O P O L O G I C A L P R O P E R T I E S  O F S U B G R O U P S
 We are mainly interested in permutation groups , or subgroups of the symmetric
 group . The next result interprets topological properties of subgroups in terms of
 permutation groups . A  first - order structure  on a set is simply a collection of relations
 and functions on the set and constants taken from the set ; its  automorphism group
 consists of all permutations which preserve the relations , commute with the functions
 and fix the constants .
 T HEOREM 2 . 1 .  Let G be a subgroup of  Sym( N ) .  Then :
 (a)  G is open if f it contains the pointwise stabiliser of a finite set ;
 (b)  G is closed if f it is the automorphism group of some first - order structure on  N ;
 (c)  G is discrete if f the pointwise stabiliser of some finite set is tri y  ial ;
 (d)  G is compact if f it is closed and all its orbits are finite ;
 (e)  G is locally compact if f it is closed and all orbits of the stabiliser of some finite set are
 finite .
 All parts of this theorem except (b) are straightforward interpretations of the
 definition : see [4] . The proof of (b) involves constructing the  canonical structure
 associated with a permutation group  G ,  a relational structure having an  n -ary relation
 for each orbit of the group on  n -tuples , that relation being satisfied precisely by the
 n -tuples in the orbit concerned . The automorphism group of the canonical structure of
 G  is the closure of  G  in Sym( N ) .
 Compact subgroups of  S  have an alternative description , as profinite groups . An
 in y  erse system  of groups is a sequence of groups  H i  with epimorphism  f i j  :  H i  5  H j  (for
 j  <  i )  satisfying  f i j f j k  5  f i k  whenever  k  <  j  <  i .  The  in y  erse limit  of the sequence is the
 set  G  of all sequences ( h i ) with  h i  P  H i  and  h i f i j  5  h j  for  j  <  i .  It is a group  G  with
 homomorphisms  θ i  :  G  5  H i  such that  θ i f i j  5  θ j  for  j  <  i ; indeed , it is the universal
 group with this property . Also ,  G  is a subgroup of the cartesian product of the groups
 H i  ,  and so is a topological group , where we use the product topology induced from the
 discrete topology on each group  H i .
 A  profinite group  is just the inverse limit of an inverse system of finite groups . The
 profinite topology  on such a group is the topology just defined .
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 Now let  G  be a compact subgroup of Sym( N ) ; thus ,  G  is closed and all its orbits are
 finite . Let  D 0  ,  D 1  ,  .  .  .  be the orbits , and let  H i  be the finite group induced by  G  on
 D 0  <  ?  ?  ?  <  D i  .  There is a natural restriction homomorphism from  H i  to  H j  for  j  <  i ,  and
 so we have an inverse system . It turns out that  G  is the inverse limit of the system , and
 the profinite topology on  G  coincides with its topology as a subgroup of the symmetric
 group .
 Conversely , if  G  is the inverse limit of an inverse system (( H i ) ,  ( f i j )) as above , let  D i
 af ford the regular representation of  H i  ,  and  Ω  5  !  D i  .  Then  G  is a compact
 permutation group on  Ω .  Moreover ,  G  is  cofinitary : any non-identity element fixes only
 finitely many points . (We will consider cofinitary groups in Section 5 . )
 3 .  T H E S M A L L I N D E X P R O P E R T Y
 The topology of a group  G  <  Sym( N ) is determined by its structure as permutation
 group , since the pointwise stabilisers of finite sets form a basis of open neighbourhoods
 of the identity . All of these subgroups have at most countable index . We might ask
 whether the topology is determined by the abstract group structure . The most natural
 way that this could happen would be that every subgroup of at most countable index
 contained the pointwise stabiliser of a finite set ; then we could take all the subgroups of
 at most countable index as a neighbourhood basis of the identity . Accordingly , we say
 that the closed permutation group  G  has the  small index property  if every subgroup of
 at most countable index contains the stabiliser of a finite tuple .
 It is more usual to replace ‘at most countable index’ here by ‘index less than 2 : 0  ,  in
 this definition . To simplify things , I will pretend that the Continuum Hypothesis is true ,
 and ignore this distinction . (All the results below are true with the stronger definition . )
 As an indication of how topology can help , we show that at least the closed
 subgroups of small index have the expected form . This result is due to Evans [8] .
 T HEOREM 3 . 1 .  Let G be a closed subgroup of  Sym( N ) .  If H is a closed subgroup of
 G ha y  ing at most countable index , then H contains the pointwise stabiliser of a finite set .
 P ROOF .  Suppose that the theorem is false , and let ( G ,  H ) be a counterexample .
 Then no open neighbourhood of 1 is contained in  H .  By translation , the same holds for
 all elements of  H .  So  H  is nowhere dense . Again by translation , every coset of  H  is
 nowhere dense . But  G ,  as a closed subspace of a complete metric space , is complete ;
 by the Baire Category Theorem , it cannot be written as the union of at most countably
 many nowhere dense sets .
 In particular , taking  H  5  1 ,  a non-discrete closed group is uncountable .  h
 The small index property has been proved for many closed permutation groups ,
 including the symmetric group , the automorphism group of a vector space over a finite
 field (possibly carrying a non-degenerate sesquilinear or quadratic form) , the auto-
 morphism group of the countable atomless Boolean algebra , the random graph , etc .
 See Evans [9] for a survey .
 On the other hand , not every closed group has the small index property . Let  G  be
 the Cartesian product of countably many cyclic groups of order 2 . Then  u G u  5  2 : 0  .  We
 can regard  G  as a vector space of dimension 2 : 0 over GF(2) ; its dual space has
 dimension 2 2
 : 0 ,  so  G  has 2 2
 : 0 subgroups of index 2 , of which only countably many are
 point stabilisers . Note that this group is profinite .
 Evans and Hewitt [10] , exploiting an idea of Lascar , showed that there are closed
 permutation groups with any prescribed degree of transitivity which do not have the
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 small index property . Indeed , any profinite group is a homomorphic image of a closed
 oligomorphic permutation group with any prescribed degree of transitivity . (A group is
 oligomorphic  on  Ω  if it has only finitely many orbits on  Ω n  for every  n . )
 4 .  F I N I T E S U B O R B I T S
 Suppose that  G  is a transitive permutation group on  Ω . An  orbital  of  G  is an orbit of
 G  on  Ω  3  Ω .  The orbital  paired  with  G  is  G *  5  h ( b  ,  a  ) :  ( a  ,  b  )  P  G j .  We can take an
 orbital as the edge set of a directed graph on  Ω ; if the orbital is self-paired , the graph
 can be regarded as undirected .  G  acts arc-transitively on this  orbital digraph .  The
 diagonal  h ( a  ,  a  ) :  a  P  Ω j  is an orbital . Now , for example ,  G  is primitive on  Ω  if f every
 non-diagonal orbital digraph is connected .
 The study of orbitals and orbital graphs in finite permutation groups has been very
 important in the development of the subject , and has motivated the study of the related
 combinatorial structures , association schemes , coherent configuration and various
 specialisations . By contrast , much less is known in the infinite case .
 Associated with any orbital  G  is an orbit  G ( a  ) of the stabiliser of  a  ,  defined by
 G ( a  )  5  h b  :  ( a  ,  b  )  P  G j .
 All orbits of  G a  arise in this way . (These orbits are called  suborbits  of  G . ) The
 suborbits  G ( a  ) and  G *( a  ) are called  paired .  There appears to be no published example
 of a primitive permutation group in which a finite suborbit is paired with an infinite
 one . However , there do exist primitive groups with paired suborbits of dif ferent infinite
 cardinalities . The simplest example is the group of order-preserving permutations of
 the ‘long rational line’ , the lexicographic product of the first uncountable ordinal  v  1
 with  Q . This group is 2-homogeneous , the two orbits of  G a  dif ferent from  h a  j  being the
 sets  h b  :  b  ,  a  j  and  h b  :  b  .  a  j .  The first of these is countable , and the second is
 uncountable .
 In a finite transitive group , we have  u G ( a  ) u  5  u G u / u Ω u ,  and so paired suborbits
 automatically have the same cardinality . Infinite transitive groups can have paired
 suborbits of dif ferent finite cardinalities : a directed regular tree with finite in-degree
 and out-degree is an example . (Further examples are given in [7] . ) However , we will
 see that this cannot occur in a primitive group : see Theorem 4 . 2 below . In fact , if
 paired suborbits in a primitive group are both finite , then they must have equal size .
 The most tractable case is that in which all the suborbits are finite . We may replace
 G  by its closure without changing the orbitals , so we assume that  G  is closed . Now  G  is
 locally compact , and so topology provides us with another tool ; namely ,  Haar measure ,
 a non-zero measure  m  on  G  which is invariant under right translation (that is ,
 m  ( Xg )  5  m  ( X  )  for any measurable subset  X  ) ,  and is unique up to a scalar multiple . It
 has the property that the measure of a compact subgroup of  G  is finite .
 In general ,  m  is not invariant under left translation . Nevertheless , the function
 m g  :  X  S  m  ( g  2 1 X  )  is a right-invariant measure , and so we have  m g  5  χ  ( g ) m  for some
 scalar  χ  ( g ) depending on  g .  We see that  χ  is a (1-dimensional) character of  G ,  called
 the  modulus  of  G ; and  G  is called  unimodular  if  χ  5  1 .  Clearly , a group having no
 non-trivial homomorphism to the multiplicative group of positive reals (in particular , a
 compact group , a torsion group , or a perfect group) is unimodular .
 We have a couple of applications of Haar measure ; the first due to Peter Neumann
 (unpublished) and the second to Cheryl Praeger [16] . The use of Haar measure in the
 second case was suggested by David Evans .
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 T HEOREM 4 . 1 .  Let G be a transiti y  e group on  Ω  with all suborbits finite . For  a  P  Ω
 and g  P  G , let  G  be the orbital containing  ( a  ,  a g ) , and let  j a  ( g )  5  u G ( a  ) u / u G *( a  ) u . Then :
 (a)  j a  ( g )  is independent of  a  , say  j a  ( g )  5  j  ( g ) ;
 (b)  j  is a homomorphism from G to the multiplicati y  e group of positi y  e rational
 numbers .
 P ROOF .  Let  b  5  a g  and  g  5  a g 2 1 .  Since  G a  is compact ,  m  ( G a ) is finite ; since  G a  has
 countable index in  G ,  m  ( G a ) is non-zero . Now  G a  is the union of  u G ( a  ) u  right cosets of
 G a b  ,  so  u G ( a  ) u  5  m  ( G a ) / m  ( G a b ) .  Similarly ,  u G *( a  ) u  5  m  ( G a ) / m  ( G a g ) .  But  G a g  5
 g 2 1 G a b g ,  and so  m  ( G a g )  5  χ  ( g ) m  ( G a b  ) ,  where  χ  is the modulus . It follows that  j  5  χ  ,
 and the theorem is proved .  h
 The theorem is in fact easily proved directly , using the multiplicative property of
 indices of subgroups . The advantage of the above argument is that it generalises to
 other locally compact groups ; for example ,  k -transitive groups in which all orbits of the
 k -point stabiliser are finite .
 A  homomorphism  between digraphs  D 1 and  D 2 is a map  f  :  V  ( D 1 )  5  V  ( D 2 ) between
 their vertex sets which carries directed arcs to directed arcs . Let  Z  denote the  infinite
 cyclic  digraph , with vertex set  Z  and edges ( n ,  n  1  1) for  n  P  Z .  The following theorem
 was proved by Cheryl Praeger [16] .
 T HEOREM 4 . 2 .  Let D be an arc - transiti y  e connected digraph the in - degree and
 out - degree of which are finite and unequal . Then there is a homomorphism from D onto
 Z , unique up to translation . The in y  erse image of zero is a block of imprimiti y  ity for
 Aut( D ) .
 P ROOF .  It follows from connectedness and local finiteness of  D  that all orbits of a
 vertex stabiliser are finite ; so  G  5  Aut( D ) is locally compact . Let  G  be the orbit
 consisting of the arcs of  D ,  and let  d 1  5  u G ( a  ) u , d 2  5  u G *( a  ) u  be the out- and in-degree
 of  D ; then  r  5  d 2 / d 1  ?  1 by assumption . Take ( a  ,  b  )  P  G  and  g  P  G  with  a g  5  b  .  Then
 G a  is the union of  d
 1 cosets of  G a b  and  G b  is the union of  d
 2 cosets of the same
 subgroup ; so  m  ( G b )  5  r m  ( G a ) .  An easy induction now shows that  m  ( G g )  5  r
 m m  ( G a ) if
 g  is reached from  a  by a path involving  k 1 forward arcs and  k 2 reverse arcs , with
 k 1  2  k 2  5  m .  If we normalise the measure so that  m  ( G a )  5  1 ,  the map  g  S  log r ( m  ( G g ))
 is a homomorphism from  D  to  Z .  The last statement is clear .
 5 .  C O F I N I T A R Y P E R M U T A T I O N G R O U P S
 A permutation is  cofinitary  if it fixes only finitely many points ; a permutation group
 is  cofinitary  if all its non-identity elements are cofinitary . According to our intuition ,
 the elements of a cofinitary group lie quite far from each other ; these groups bear some
 resemblance to discrete groups . (If  G  is cofinitary on  Ω , then for  g ,  h  P  G , g  ?  h ,  the
 minimum of  d ( g ,  h ) ,  over all identifications of  Ω  with  N , is non-zero . Unfortunately ,
 this minimum is not a metric!) Cofinitary groups also form a natural setting for
 extending metric results about finite symmetric groups , as we will see .
 I have surveyed what is known about cofinitary permutation groups in [4] , so I will
 just mention two relevant aspects here ; one topological and the other combinatorial .
 First we consider the question : Which cofinitary groups are closed?
 A permutation group is  bounded  if there is an upper bound to the number of fixed
 points of non-identity elements . Any bounded group is discrete . However , there are
 discrete groups which are not cofinitary (take the direct product of two regular
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 groups) , and discrete cofinitary groups which are not bounded (examples are given in
 [4]) . Moreover , as we saw in Section 2 , any profinite group can be represented as a
 cofinitary permutation group , so there are compact cofinitary groups .
 Following a suggestion of David Evans , I conjecture that any closed cofinitary group
 is locally compact . (It must be admitted that the evidence for this is somewhat thin : my
 inability to think of a counterexample ; some very special cases discussed in [4] ; and a
 possible proof strategy as follows . If  G  is not locally compact , then the stabiliser of any
 finite tuple has an infinite orbit . From this , we have to construct a permutation with
 infinitely many fixed points in the closure of  G . )
 Here is an example of a locally compact cofinitary group which is neither discrete nor
 compact . Let  F  be an infinite algebraic extension of a finite field (the union of a chain
 of finite fields) , and  G  5  P G L(2 ,  F  ) ,  acting on the projective line over  F .  Then  G  is
 3-transitive . As usual , the stabiliser of the three points  `  , 0 , 1 is the group of
 automorphisms of  F .  This group is closed and has all its orbits finite , so it is compact
 (and  G  is locally compact) . Moreover , the fixed points of any element of Aut( F  ) form a
 subfield . If  F  is of the form  ! n > 0  GF( r p
 n
 ) ,  where  r  and  p  are prime , then all proper
 subfields of  F  are finite , and  G  is cofinitary .
 I do not know any example of a closed cofinitary permutation group which is more
 than 3-transitive . This may be related to Yoshizawa’s theorem [17] asserting that there
 is no infinite 4-transitive group in which the four-point stabiliser is finite .
 We now turn to a numerical result on discrete cofinitary groups . The  type  of a
 cofinitary (or finite) permutation group  G  is the set  L  of cardinalities of fixed-point sets
 of its non-identity elements . (So  G  is bounded if its type is finite . ) If this holds , let
 f  ( x )  5  p l P L  ( x  2  l ) ,  and let  f  ( x )  5  o r i 5 0  a i x i ,  where  r  5  u L u .  If  G  is finite , of degree  n ,  let
 m i  be the number of orbits of  G  on  Ω i  for  i  5  0 ,  .  .  .  ,  r  (with  m 0  5  1) .  A character-
 theoretic argument , due to Blichfeldt [1] , shows that
 f  ( n ) / u G u  5  O r
 i 5 0
 a i m i .
 This has the consequences that  u G u  divides  f  ( n ) ,  and that  o r i 5 0  a i m i  >  1 .  The group  G  is
 called  sharp  if it meets these bounds . Sharp permutation groups have been studied by
 Ito and Kiyota [12] and others .
 For some time I have wanted to extend this analysis to infinite groups . The
 divisibility condition clearly does not extend . The inequality  o  a i m i  >  1 is meaningful in
 the infinite case (at least if all the  m i  are finite) . Unfortunately , it is false : the group
 PSU(2 ,  C ) has type  h 2 j  and is transitive , so  f  ( x )  5  x  2  2 and  o  a i m i  5  2 1 .
 Blichfeldt attributed his result to Maillet [13] , but in fact Maillet used a dif ferent
 definition of type . We define the  Maillet type  of  G  to be the set of cardinalities of fixed
 point sets of the non-trivial  subgroups  of  G .  The Maillet type contains the ordinary
 type , and their maximum elements are the same , so it is finite if the ordinary type is .
 (In fact , for finite groups , Maillet was able to restrict to the non-trivial subgroups of
 prime power order , using Sylow’s theorem ; but this luxury will not be available in the
 infinite case . ) Now , replacing  L  by the Maillet type in the above result , the equality ,
 and hence the divisibility condition and the bound  o  a i m i  >  1 ,  still hold . Equality in
 either bound defines the class of  geometric groups ,  defined by Cameron and Deza [5]
 and determined (for rank at least 2) by Maund [14] . (The most concise definition of a
 geometric group , although not the one given in [5] , is a permutation group which
 permutes its irredundant bases transively , where a  base  is a sequence of points the
 pointwise stabiliser of which is trivial , and a base is  irredundant  if no base point is fixed
 by the stabiliser of its predecessors . Note that a permutation group has a finite base if f
 it is discrete . )
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 With these modifications , the result extends to infinite groups as follows (see [4]) .
 T HEOREM 5 . 1 .  Let G be a bounded permutation group with Maillet type L , where
 u L u  5  r . Let m i be the number of orbits of G on  Ω i , and define f  ( x )  and a i as before . Then
 m i is infinite for i  .  r . If m r is finite , then  o r i 5 0  a i m i  >  1 , with equality if f G is geometric .
 No infinite geometric group of finite type are known apart from the sharply
 r -transitive groups for  r  <  3 .  It is shown in [3] that there is no infinite geometric group
 with finite type having rank 4 or greater .
 The weaker condition that  m r  is finite , where  r  is the cardinality of the Maillet type ,
 leads to an interesting classification problem which is unsolved even for finite groups .
 This condition is investigated by Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass [6] , who make the
 following observation .
 T HEOREM 5 . 2 .  Let G be a permutation group with a finite base . Then the three
 conditions
 (a)  all irredundant bases ha y  e the same size ,
 (b)  the irredundant bases are preser y  ed by re - ordering , and
 (c)  the irredundant bases are the bases of a matroid
 are equi y  alent .
 They call a group satisfying these conditions an  ibis group  (the name is an acronym
 for Irredundant Bases of Invariant Size) . Now any infinite permutation group in which
 the Maillet type has cardinality  r  and the number of orbits on  r -tuples is finite , is an ibis
 group . For if the stabiliser of any  s -tuple were trivial , then the group would have
 infinitely many orbits on ( s  1  1)-tuples ; so no base can have fewer than  r  elements . On
 the other hand , if the Maillet type is  h l 0  ,  .  .  .  ,  l r 2 1 j ,  with  l 0  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  l r 2 1 ,  then the
 stabiliser of an irredundant  s -tuple fixes at least  l s  points , so that any irredundant
 r -tuple is a base .
 P R O B L E M .  Determine groups with these properties .
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